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ABSTRACT

In support of the Next Generation Global Prediction System (NGGPS) project, processes leading to

convection initiation in the North American Mesoscale Forecast System, version 3 (NAMv3) are explored.

Two severe weather outbreaks—occurring over the southeastern United States on 28 April 2014 and the

central Great Plains on 6 May 2015—are forecast retrospectively using the NAMv3 CONUS (4 km) and Fire

Weather (1.33 km) nests, each with 5-min output. Points of convection initiation are identified, and patterns

leading to convection initiation in the model forecasts are determined. Results indicate that in the 30min

preceding convection initiation at a grid point, upwardmotion at low levels of the atmosphere enables a parcel

to rise to its level of free convection, above which it is accelerated by the buoyancy force. A moist absolutely

unstable layer (MAUL) typically is produced at the top of the updraft. However, when strong updrafts are

collocated with large vertical gradients of potential temperature and moisture, noisy vertical profiles of

temperature,moisture, and hydrometeor concentration develop beneath the risingMAUL. The noisy profiles

found in this study are qualitatively similar to those that resulted in NAMv3 failures during simulations of

Hurricane Joaquin in 2015. The CM1 cloud model is used to reproduce these noisy profiles, and results

indicate that the noise can be mitigated by including explicit vertical diffusion in the model. Left unchecked,

the noisy profiles are shown to impact convective storm features such as cold pools, precipitation, updraft

helicity intensity and tracks, and the initiation of spurious convection.

1. Introduction

Operational convection-allowingmodels (CAMs) have

become instrumental tools in forecasting convective and

mesoscale weather events, including deep, moist con-

vection (Kain et al. 2006, 2013; Benjamin et al. 2011;

Snively and Gallus 2014). CAM forecasts have been

shown to provide useful guidance on the mode of con-

vection (Done et al. 2004; Weisman et al. 2008; Kain et al.

2008), improved forecasts of rainfall amounts (Lean et al.

2008; Roberts and Lean 2008; Clark et al. 2009), and reli-

able guidance on the severe weather threat (Sobash et al.

2011).Anumber of studies also have explored the ability of

CAMs to forecast convection initiation (CI) by comparing

CAM rainfall/reflectivity forecasts with rainfall/reflectivity

observations. Results suggest that CAMs forecast the

timing of CI with little bias in mean timing, but with

timing errors of individual events typically in the 62-h

range and position errors between 38 and 105 km (Fowle

and Roebber 2003; Duda and Gallus 2013; Kain et al.

2013; Burghardt et al. 2014; Burlingame et al. 2017). It is

clear that forecasting CI accurately remains a significant

forecast challenge.

In this study, we take a different approach and spe-

cifically explore the physical processes associated with

CI in the North American Mesoscale Forecast System,

version 3 (NAMv3; Janjić et al. 2005). Two severe

weather outbreaks are forecast retrospectively using the

NAM 4-km CONUS and 1.33-km Fire Weather nests.

Output from each of the forecasts is saved at 5-min in-

tervals, providing a unique look into convective processes

that occur on time scales shorter than the operational

output interval of 1h.
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In addition to the physical processes associated with

CI, these forecasts provide the opportunity to learn

more about the erroneous model soundings associated

with deep moist convection. As described by Ferrier

et al. (2017), the NAMv3 CONUS nest had a tendency

to produce ‘‘noisy’’ vertical profiles of temperature and

moisture in the presence of strong updrafts. These ver-

tical profiles are characterized by vertically alternating

superadiabatic layers and strong temperature inver-

sions. In an extreme case, such as the updrafts associated

with Hurricane Joaquin in early October 2015, these

unstable vertical profiles caused the model to crash.

The NOAA Environmental Modeling Center (EMC)

looked extensively into the cause of these noisy profiles,

and ultimately developed a routine to stabilize all ver-

tical layers above the boundary layer that have a lapse

rate greater than the dry adiabatic lapse rate (Ferrier

et al. 2017). These changes were implemented in NAM

version 4, which became operational in early 2017.

Although the newly implemented routine eliminates

superadiabatic layers in the vicinity of strong updrafts, it

would be helpful to understand what leads to these noisy

profiles and determine whether or not they could be

eliminated using a different approach. Thus, we seek to

understand what model factors contribute to these noisy

profiles and to find a way to limit or eliminate their oc-

currence. We also explore the potential impacts on

predictions of deep moist convection in model forecasts

where the noisy vertical profiles are retained. Data and

methods are outlined in section 2, followed by model

results in section 3. Conclusions are found in section 4.

2. Data and methods

The severe weather outbreaks over the southeastern

United States on 28 April 2014 and over the southern

great plains on 5 May 2015 are selected as case studies

for this project. For each case, the NAMv3 CONUS nest

and Fire Weather nest are run out 36 h beginning at

0000 UTC on the day of the outbreak. Although the

CONUS nest has a fixed size and location, the Fire

Weather nest can be situated anywhere within the

CONUS nest. For the two cases studied, the Fire

Weather nest is positioned to capture both the initiation

and evolution of deep moist convection associated with

the severe weather outbreak and thus is placed over a

different geographic region for the two cases (Fig. 1).

These locations of the Fire Weather nest are not the

same as in the operational forecasts of the two days.

The NAM uses the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction (NCEP) Nonhydrostatic Multiscale

Model on the B Grid (NMMB) dynamic core [for

technical details, refer to Janjić et al. (2005), Janjić and

Gall (2012), and NEMS-NMMB (2016)]. There are 60

sigma-pressure vertical levels, with 18 vertical levels in

the lowest 1 km above ground. The vertical levels are

terrain following near the surface and gradually stretch

and become pressure following at high altitudes, as de-

scribed by Eckermann (2009). Time differencing in the

horizontal uses a second-order Adams–Bashforth non-

iterative scheme with a slight off-centering for stability,

a second-order horizontal advection scheme, horizontal

divergence damping, and explicit horizontal diffusion in

the form of a second-order Smagorinsky (1963) scheme

modified by the value of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE;

Janjić 1990). Time differencing in the vertical uses the

Crank–Nicolson scheme, a second-order vertical advec-

tion scheme, and a vertical turbulence diffusion scheme

controlled by the Mellor–Yamada–Janjić turbulence

scheme (Janjić 1994). There is no explicit vertical diffu-

sion. The NAM physics includes the Noah land surface

model (Ek et al. 2003), the Ferrier–Aligo microphysics

scheme (Aligo et al. 2018), and the Rapid Radiative

Transfer Model for longwave (Iacono et al. 2008) and

shortwave (Mlawer et al. 1997) radiation. The NAM

CONUS and Fire Weather nests do not use a shallow

convection scheme.

Model reflectivity is used to identify areas of convec-

tion in the NAM, following Kain et al. (2013). To dis-

tinguish between areas of convection and areas of

brightbanding, model reflectivity is interpolated to the

height of the 2108C isotherm (Kain et al. 2013). A

model reflectivity threshold of 35 dBZ is used to dis-

tinguish between convective and nonconvective points

(Gremillion and Orville 1999; Roberts and Rutledge

2003;Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Kain et al. 2013). Grid

points are defined as newly convective (NC) when the

following conditions are met:

1) Reflectivity on the 2108C isotherm (Ref210) $

35 dBZ,

2) Surface–200-hPa column-maximum vertical velocity

(wmax) $ 1ms21,

3) In the preceding 30min, Ref210 , 35 dBZ, and

4) In the following 5min, some point within 2 horizontal

grid lengths (D) in the CONUS nest (6D in Fire

Weather nest) exhibits Ref210 $ 35 dBZ and wmax$

1ms21.

The first three conditions identify grid points where

convection is either being initiated or is being advected

from the surroundings. The fourth condition necessi-

tates that the convection is persistent for at least two

consecutive output times. NC points are further classi-

fied as CI points if no points within 4D in the CONUS

nest (12D in the Fire Weather nest) exhibit a combina-

tion of Ref210 $ 35 dBZ and wmax $ 1ms21 in the
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10min prior to becoming NC. Adding this condition

eliminates points where preexisting convection is ad-

vected in from the surroundings. Once a set of NC and

CI grid points is created, vertical and horizontal cross

sections through theNC andCI points, as well as vertical

profiles of temperature, moisture, and condensate fields

at the NC and CI points, are investigated to determine

how themodel atmosphere evolves in the 45min prior to

the grid point becoming convectively active. This pro-

cess is repeated for dozens of NC and CI points, yield-

ing confidence that the resulting evolution diagnosed

is robust.

After the processes leading up to convection are ex-

plored in the NAM output, Cloud Model 1 (CM1) ver-

sion 18 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002) is used to explore what

factors contribute to the erroneous ‘‘noisy’’ vertical profiles

of temperature and moisture that develop in the vicinity

of strong updrafts in the NAM. The CM1 is configured

to replicate the NAM as closely as possible; however,

there are some differences. The vertical grid in CM1 is

made up of 60 stretched layers like in the NAM, with 18

levels below 1km above ground level; however all levels

in CM1 are in height coordinates (not sigma-pressure)

and there is no terrain. Time differencing in both the

vertical and horizontal in CM1 uses a third-order

Runge–Kutta scheme, with a sixth-order advection

scheme in both the horizontal and vertical, divergence

damping, a Rayleigh damping zone, and sixth-order ex-

plicit horizontal and vertical diffusion using a Smagorinsky

scheme (Smagorinsky 1963) with the Smagorinsky

coefficient set to 0.18. The CM1 physics includes

the Morrison double-moment microphysics scheme

FIG. 1. The (a) NAM 4-km CONUS domain with the locations of the Fire Weather 1.3-km domains for the

(b) 6May 2015 and (c) 28Apr 2014 cases. Storm reports for both events are shown in (b) and (c) with the report type

identified in the legend.
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(Morrison et al. 2005, 2009). CM1 could not be config-

ured to use a TKE-based turbulence diffusion scheme in

the vertical while simultaneously using a Smagorinsky

explicit diffusion scheme modified by the value of TKE

in the horizontal, as done in the NAM. Instead, CM1

simulations are run with both TKE-based turbulence

diffusion and Smagorinsky explicit diffusion schemes in

the horizontal and vertical, with the ability to turn off

the explicit diffusion in either dimension.

Finally, the Advanced Research version 4.0.3 of

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model

(Skamarock et al. 2008) is run on a single idealized su-

percell thunderstorm case to determine if behaviors

similar to those seen in the NAM and CM1 are pro-

duced. Time differencing in both the vertical and hori-

zontal in WRF uses a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme,

with a fifth-order horizontal advection scheme, a third-

order vertical advection scheme, divergence damping, a

Rayleigh damping zone, and for simplicity a second-

order diffusion scheme with constant diffusion coeffi-

cients in the horizontal and vertical (values set to 0.1

times the horizontal grid spacing in meters), and the

Morrison double-momentmicrophysics scheme (Morrison

et al. 2005, 2009). Setting the value of the vertical diffusion

coefficient to zero allows us to turn off the explicit vertical

diffusion for one of the runs.

Initial input soundings for the CM1 runs include

soundings taken from grid points in the NAM shortly

before they became convectively active, as well as the

analytic sounding of Weisman and Klemp (1982, their

Fig. 1). The analytic sounding is used with CM1 to de-

termine how much impact explicit vertical diffusion has

on a well-behaved and highly studied environment that

is favorable for supercells. Differences seen in model

runs started from an analytic environment are expected

to be amplified in real data situations when the envi-

ronmental conditions have more vertical structure. The

Loftus et al. (2008) method of forced convergence is

used to initiate convection in theCM1 simulations, while a

warm bubble is used to initiate convection in WRF. The

CM1 and WRF simulations are run at both D 5 4 and

1.33km; results from using different grid spacing are very

similar and so only the 4-km grid length results are shown.

In each set of runs, the impact of turning the explicit

vertical diffusion scheme on or off is tested.

3. Model results

a. NAM results

In the 36h between 0000UTC 28April and 1200UTC

29 April 2014, there are 1937 CI points identified in the

Fire Weather nest. To more easily display the evolution

of the number of CI points as forecast time progresses, a

15-min centered moving average is applied to the time

series. In the Fire Weather nest, the period from 0600 to

1800 UTC 28 April is generally the most active time for

CI points, as convection developed ahead of a cold front

that enters the Fire Weather domain from the west

(Fig. 2a). The primary maximum in CI points is between

0800 and 0900 UTC 28 April, during which time con-

vective cells develop and ultimately merge into a quasi-

linear convective system (QLCS).A secondarymaximum

occurs in the late morning hours, around 1500 UTC

28 April, as convection develops in the wake of the

QLCS, which, by this time, has decayed. The convection

that eventually becomes the primary producer of severe

weather develops toward the end of the active CI period,

between 1700 and 1800 UTC. After 1800 UTC, there is a

decrease in quantity of CI points and convection instead

grows upscale from ordinary cells into supercells and a

QLCS. There is, however, one more maximum in CI

points between 0100 and 0700 UTC 29 April, as new

convection develops along the cold front as it approached

the Gulf Coast.

In the CONUS forecast of the 28 April 2014 case, the

CI points shown (Fig. 2c) are only for the geographic

region that overlaps with the Fire Weather nest. This

allows for a comparison of CI behavior on the two nests.

As the CONUS nest has 9 times fewer grid points than

the Fire Weather nest, the number of CI points on the

CONUS nest is fewer. Yet results from the CONUS nest

show a very similar behavior in the moving average

number of CI points through timewhen compared to the

Fire Weather nest (Fig. 2a), as the period between 0600

and 1800 UTC 28 April remains the most active time for

CI points. Thus, the evolution of CI events within the

two nests is quite similar.

Compared to the April case, the 36h between

0000 UTC 6 May and 1200 UTC 7 May 2015 are less

active within the Fire Weather and CONUS nest simu-

lations (Figs. 2b,d), with 37% fewer total CI points in

the Fire Weather nest on this day (i.e., 1213 CI points).

In both the CONUS and Fire Weather simulations, the

most active time for CI points is in the first few hours, as

convection develops in northern Texas during themodel

spinup time (Fig. 2b). There is a secondary maximum in

CI activity between 1900 and 2300 UTC 6 May as con-

vection develops just east of a dryline during peak af-

ternoon heating.

Although there are thousands of CI points identified

in each nest and in each forecast, CI points make up

just a small fraction of the NC points (Fig. 3). In the Fire

Weather forecasts, CI points make up just 0.67% of all

NC points. CI points are such a small fraction of NC

points because a convective storm can only produce CI
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points at the first time step of its lifetime, and at that

time, it is generally smallest in size. Once a storm forms

it can be advected into new grid points, which become

NC points, but subsequent CI points must be sufficiently

far away from preexisting convection. Of course, the in-

stantaneous fraction of NC points that are also CI points

can be much higher than 1%–3%, especially at the onset

of a period of convection.

Dozens of points from the NC and CI groups, in-

cluding both surface-based and elevated CI, are exam-

ined to see how a grid point becomes convectively active

in the NAM.While the air parcels that lead to CI are not

stationary, we assume stationarity and use an Eulerian

perspective to evaluate themodel results and focus upon

evolution at individual grid points. In general, the results

are similar for both NC and CI points, for both surface-

based and elevated CI, and for points from both the

CONUS and Fire Weather nests. A representative ex-

ample of the evolution of a grid point fromnonconvective

to convectively active is shown from the CONUS nest

(Fig. 4). In the 15–45min leading up to a grid point be-

coming convectively active, an area of weak upward

motion (typically ,1m s21) develops in the lowest few

kilometers above ground level (Figs. 4a,d). As this area

FIG. 2. Centered 15-min moving averages of the number of CI points within the (a),(b) Fire Weather nest and

(c),(d) portion of CONUS nest domains covering the same geographic region as the Fire Weather nest during the

(left) 28 Apr 2014 and (right) 6 May 2015 NAMv3 forecasts.
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of rising motion persists, the depth of the vertical profile

that is saturated increases (Figs. 4c,f,i). A positive tem-

perature perturbation develops just above the planetary

boundary layer (PBL), or in the case of elevated con-

vection, above a warm nose, and subsequently con-

tinues to rise up through a layer of conditional instability

(Figs. 4f,i). At the same time, the layer of upwardmotion

grows taller and more intense (Figs. 4g,j). The warm

perturbation oftenmodifies the stability of the profile by

producing amoist absolutely unstable layer (MAUL;Bryan

and Fritsch 2000) above it (Figs. 4f,i,l) in which a saturated

layer of air has a lapse rate greater than moist adiabatic.

This MAUL rises up through the free troposphere at

speeds ranging from 2–12ms21, and a deep column of

condensate is produced below it (Figs. 4h,k). This model

behavior is consistent with the observations of Ziegler and

Rasmussen (1998) and Lock and Houston (2014), who in-

dicate that mesoscale upward motion is a key factor in CI.

In many instances, the temperature and moisture

profiles below the initialMAULbecome ‘‘noisy,’’ taking

on structures that are likely attributable to numerical

waves (Figs. 4i,l), like those described by Ferrier et al.

(2017). These numerical waves tend to develop when

large vertical gradients of equivalent potential temper-

ature ue are collocated with updrafts in excess of 1m s21.

As the MAUL moves upward, numerical waves propa-

gate downward from below theMAUL toward the PBL.

Within the numerical waves, ue fluctuates from anoma-

lously large to anomalously small values (Fig. 4l). These

ue anomalies can be as large as 68C warmer or colder

than the values of ue along the moist adiabat that rep-

resents the rising parcel. Strong vertical gradients also

develop in the condensate field (Fig. 4k), although the

vertical momentum field remains smooth as the waves

develop (Fig. 4j).

Alternating warm and cold temperature perturba-

tions are seen moving upward within the updrafts asso-

ciated with the noisy CI grid points (Fig. 5). At the time

of CI and 15min later, a horizontal component to the

numericalwaves is evident in the uefield,with a ‘‘staggered’’

vertical appearance to the warm and cold anomalies

(Figs. 5e,f,g,h). This numerical wave structure also can

be seen in the vertical cross section of the vertical ve-

locity at 15min after CI (Figs. 5g,h).

A representative CI point from the Fire Weather nest

located about 40 km south of Woodward, Oklahoma,

with CI at 2220 UTC 6 May 2015 has an evolution prior

to CI (Fig. 6) similar to that seen from the CONUS nest.

The winds throughout the troposphere are strong at this

location, so only the period from210min prior to CI to

5min after the time of CI are presented, as the convec-

tion quickly moves away from this location. The values

of ue fluctuate from anomalously large to anomalously

small values along the moist adiabat below the MAUL

(Figs. 6i,l), just as seen on the CONUS nest. Although

the horizontal scale is reduced, owing to the smaller

horizontal grid size, the staggered vertical appearance to

the warm and cold temperature perturbations is present

(Figs. 7e,f,g,h). These characteristic structures are ob-

served at all of the dozens of CI points explored, albeit

with some variations in the magnitude of the ue fluctu-

ations and the vertical staggering of features.

b. CM1 results

In an effort to reproduce the noisy soundings ob-

served in the NAM forecasts in association with CI, the

FIG. 3. (a) Instantaneous NC and (b) CI points (blue circles) at 1845UTC 29Apr 2014 diagnosed from the CONUS

nest. The Ref210C field is shaded as indicated.
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FIG. 4. Vertical profiles of (left) vertical velocity, (center) total cloud condensate, and (right) temperature (black) and dewpoint (blue)

from a CONUS nest CI point in southern Florida on 28 Apr 2014 at (a)–(c) tCI 2 45min, (d)–(f) tCI 2 30min, (g)–(i) tCI 2 15min, and

(j)–(l) tCI, where tCI is the time of convection initiation at 2200 UTC.
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FIG. 5. The (left) X and (right) Y cross sections through the CONUS nest CI point at (a),(b) CI2 30min,

(c),(d) CI2 15min, (e),(f) at the time of CI, and (g),(h) 15min past the time of CI. Red–blue shading is u0, vertical
velocity w is contoured every 1m s21, and gray shading is total cloud condensate . 0.001 kg kg21.
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FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of (left) vertical velocity, (center) total cloud condensate, and (right) temperature (black) and dewpoint

(blue) from a Fire Weather nest CI point located 40 km south of Woodward, Oklahoma, on 6 May 2015 at (a)–(c) tCI 2 15min,

(d)–(f) tCI 2 10min, (g)–(i) tCI 2 5min, and (j)–(l) tCI, where tCI is the time of convection initiation at 2220 UTC.
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FIG. 7. The (left) X and (right) Y cross sections through the Fire Weather CI point at (a),(b) CI 2 10min,

(c),(d) CI2 5min, (e),(f) at the time of CI, and (g),(h) 5min past the time of CI. Red–blue shading is u0, vertical
velocity w is contoured every 1m s21, and gray shading is total cloud condensate . 0.001 kg kg21.
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NAM CONUS nest sounding from the aforementioned

point in Florida at 40min prior to CI is used as the initial

thermodynamic and vertical wind profile in CM1. The

weak winds in the vertical profile make the Florida CI

point desirable because CI essentially occurred in situ at

this point. Smagorinsky explicit horizontal diffusion

is used in one CM1 simulation, and both explicit hori-

zontal and explicit vertical diffusion are used in the other

CM1 run. The simulations are run forward 4h, with

Coriolis applied to the perturbation winds.

In the CM1 simulation with no explicit vertical diffu-

sion, the evolution of the vertical thermodynamic pro-

file leading up to CI resembles that seen in the NAM

(Figs. 8a–c). As forced convergence from the Loftus

et al. (2008) method provides weak upward motion at

low levels, the sounding becomes saturated and parcels

are lifted above their LFC. As the MAUL rises upward

within the first 15min of the simulation, numerical

waves develop below the MAUL and propagate down-

ward, eventually entering the PBL. While the evolution

of the sounding structures is very similar between the

NAM and CM1, the noisy profiles are not identical be-

tween the two models; the CM1 ue anomalies between

the highest-altitude MAUL and the top of the PBL are

smaller in magnitude (just a few degrees Celsius) com-

pared to theNAM, while the waves within the PBL itself

are more pronounced in CM1 (cf. Figs. 4l and 8c). The

smaller wave amplitudes in CM1 below the MAUL and

above the PBL top may be due to the different numerics

used in CM1 as compared to the NAM. The larger wave

amplitudes in the PBL may be a result of CM1 not having

a PBL turbulence diffusion scheme in the simulation

without explicit vertical diffusion, whereas MYJ PBL tur-

bulence diffusion is used in the NAM.

When Smagorinsky explicit diffusion is applied in

both the horizontal and vertical, the numerical waves

disappear entirely from the vertical profile (Figs. 8d–f).

A MAUL still develops within the upper part of the

updraft, but the erroneous ue anomalies do not form

beneath it. It is encouraging that the addition of explicit

vertical diffusion still allows for the presence of a

MAUL at the top of the updraft, as seen in other studies

(Lane et al. 2003). Adding explicit vertical diffusion

reduces the maximum vertical velocity within the up-

draft by about 20% and limits the rate at which con-

densate forms in the midlevels. The vertical profile of

FIG. 8. (left) Vertical velocity, (center) total condensate, and (right) temperature and humidity profiles at the time of CI for the

(a)–(c) explicit horizontal diffusion only and (d)–(f) explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion CM1 simulations of the NAM CONUS CI

point in southern Florida.
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condensate also is smoother in the simulation with ex-

plicit vertical diffusion.

The presence or absence of explicit vertical diffusion

not only impacts the vertical profiles of momentum,

condensate, and thermodynamics, but also impacts the

evolution of the convective storms. The convective cell

that develops within the first hour in the simulation

lacking explicit vertical diffusion is able to initiate a ring

of convection on its western side at t 5 2 h, with 0.5-km

reflectivity values of 45–50 dBZ (Fig. 9). In contrast, the

initial cell at t 5 1 h in the simulation with explicit ver-

tical diffusionweakens by t5 2h, and no new convection

develops around it. This result suggests that insufficient

explicit vertical diffusion may impact the simulation of

storm size, longevity, and precipitation.

Large differences also are evident in the temperature,

areal coverage, and vertical depth of the cold pools that

develop in the CM1 simulations with and without ex-

plicit vertical diffusion owing in part to the differences in

storm evolution. Starting at t 5 70min, the western

side of the cold pool is notably colder and taller in the

simulation without explicit vertical diffusion. As time

progresses, this cold pool remains taller, colder, and

spreads laterally at a faster rate than seen from the cold

pool in the simulation with explicit vertical diffusion. By

t 5 120min, the diameter of the cold pool in the simu-

lation without explicit vertical diffusion is about 120 km,

whereas the cold pool diameter is only 100 km in the

simulation with explicit vertical diffusion (Fig. 10).

Furthermore, the cold pool is about 48C colder in the

FIG. 9. Horizontal cross sections of reflectivity at 525m AGL at (a),(c) t5 60min and (b),(d) t5 120min for the

(top) explicit horizontal diffusion only and (bottom) explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion CM1 simulations of

the NAM CONUS CI point in southern Florida.
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simulation without explicit vertical diffusion. The warm

anomaly at the base of the updraft is also wider and a

few degrees Celsius warmer in the run without explicit

vertical diffusion.

Running CM1 with or without explicit vertical diffu-

sion also leads to differences in storm structure when

initializing the model with the Weisman and Klemp

(1982) supercell sounding, although the differences are

subtle. Aside from the run without explicit vertical dif-

fusion being 5min faster with the initiation of convec-

tion, both simulations produce splitting supercells within

the first 1.5 h and have model reflectivity fields that re-

main qualitatively similar throughout the first two hours.

After two hours, minor differences are noted on the

western, or upshear side of the supercells, where lower

reflectivity values are depicted in the run with explicit

vertical diffusion. Differences also develop in the model

cold pools. Many parts of the cold pool are 1–2K

warmer in the simulation with explicit vertical diffu-

sion at t 5 3 h (Fig. 11). Furthermore, the areas of the

cold pool underneath both the right and left moving

supercells exhibit more of a wavelike structure in the

simulation lacking explicit vertical diffusion, with equally

spaced local maxima and minima in perturbation po-

tential temperature u0 (Fig. 11). These waves are similar

to those seen in the CM1 simulation using the NAM

sounding without explicit vertical diffusion (Fig. 10a).

Vertical soundings from the supercell simulation without

explicit vertical diffusion show noisy vertical thermo-

dynamic profiles similar to those seen in Fig. 8c, which

become smooth when explicit vertical diffusion is active

similar to Fig. 8f.

FIG. 10. The (left) X–Y and (right) X–Z cross sections of u0 at the lowest model level at t 5 120min for the

(a),(b) explicit horizontal diffusion only and (c),(d) explicit horizontal and vertical diffusionCM1 simulations of the

NAM CONUS CI point in southern Florida. The X–Z cross section is located along Y 5 0.
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FIG. 11. (a),(c) Model reflectivity at 500m, (b),(d) u0 at the lowest model level, and the differences in

(e) reflectivity and (f) u0 at t 5 3 h from the CM1 simulations using the Weisman and Klemp supercell sounding.

Results from (top) the simulation with only explicit horizontal diffusion, (middle) the simulation with both explicit

horizontal and vertical diffusion, and (bottom) differences for the run with explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion

minus the run with explicit horizontal diffusion.
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The 4-h accumulated rainfall in the idealized supercell

simulations also differs depending on whether explicit

vertical diffusion is included in the model (Fig. 12). The

most notable difference in the accumulated rainfall field

is near the track of the right mover, where more than

10 cm of rainfall accumulates over 4h in the simulation

without explicit vertical diffusion, roughly 50% more

than the rainfall totals in the simulation with both ex-

plicit horizontal and vertical diffusion. Most of this ex-

cess rainfall can be attributed to the higher rainfall rates

after t5 2 h (recall the areas of higher reflectivity on the

upshear side of the supercells). Additionally, new cells

develop to the southwest of the right moving supercell in

the run without explicit vertical diffusion after t 5 3 h.

Differences in the 0–3-km updraft helicity (UH; Kain

et al. 2008) swaths are unremarkable in the first three

hours of the simulations, after which only small differ-

ences are found depending on whether or not explicit

vertical diffusion is included (Figs. 12b,d,f). Local max-

ima of UH exceeding 200 m2 s22 are found farther

southeast in the simulation without explicit vertical

diffusion, collocated with cells developing after three

hours. However, UH values in excess of 150 m2 s22 as-

sociated with the primary right moving supercell extend

farther southeast in the run with both explicit horizontal

and vertical diffusion. Differences in storm location only

become apparent several hours into the model run, as

the difference in storm motion of the right-moving su-

percells between the two runs is less than 1ms21 and 18,
where themotion of the storm in the simulation with both

explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion is just slightly

faster with a track turned only slightly toward the north.

Finally, the Advanced ResearchWRF (ARW)Model

is run for an idealized supercell thunderstorm case that

uses the Weisman–Klemp (Weisman and Klemp 1982)

analytic sounding and a quarter circle hodograph to

construct the environment. Results without explicit

vertical diffusion (not shown) again resemble those seen

in the NAM and CM1, namely that as the MAUL as-

sociated with the updraft moves upward, the ue values

within the MAUL are larger than the ue values associ-

ated with the moist adiabat that represents the rising

parcel when explicit vertical diffusion is neglected. How-

ever, the downward propagating waves of alternating ue
anomalies are not seen in the WRF runs. Just a single

upward moving ue anomaly associated with the updraft is

seen. When explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion is

used, however, this rising anomalous ue anomaly disap-

pears as seen in CM1. The consistent behaviors seen from

the CM1 and ARW results indicate that the noisy vertical

profiles found in the NAM can occur in other numerical

models depending upon the approaches used for repre-

senting explicit diffusion.

Although the differences in model fields from the

idealized supercell simulations with and without explicit

vertical diffusion are subtle, they are not negligible. As

shown, spurious convection developing upstream can

dramatically increase simulated rainfall totals, a model

field that forecasters routinely use in flash flood fore-

casting. Differences in themagnitude and distribution of

cold air within the cold pool can impact a storm’s ability

to produce a downdraft or a vertical vortex near the

ground. The idealized storm motions are different,

yielding earlier or later times of arrival of hazardous

weather at a given location and in a real-time application

this could potentially influence when warnings are is-

sued. Ensembles of simulations without explicit vertical

diffusion may have greater variation, leading to in-

creased ensemble spread and impacting the predict-

ability of these events. TheWeisman andKlemp supercell

sounding contains vertical temperature and wind gradi-

ents that are generally much smoother than those found

in most numerical models and in nature. Thus, it is

probable that larger differences between the storms

simulated with and without explicit vertical diffusion

would arise when using thermodynamic profiles with

larger vertical gradients, although whether or not these

differences would degrade forecast skill is uncertain.

4. Conclusions

In examining the processes leading to CI in the NAM

CONUS and FireWeather nests, a repeatable pattern of

evolution is found. Preexisting upward motion at low

levels enables warm parcels to rise to their LFC. As the

buoyancy force accelerates the rising parcels upward,

the depth and magnitude of the upward motion in-

creases, and a MAUL forms at the top of the updraft. In

many cases, particularly when strong updrafts coexist

with large vertical gradients of potential tempera-

ture and moisture, noisy profiles of temperature, mois-

ture, and hydrometeors develop beneath this rising

MAUL and extend downward. The noisy profiles found

in this study are qualitatively similar to those discussed by

Ferrier et al. (2017), which are known to be responsible

for failures in the NAMv3.

By configuring CM1 to replicate the NAM numerical

set up as closely as possible, and using an appropri-

ate NAM sounding, we found that these noisy vertical

profiles develop when explicit vertical diffusion is in-

sufficient. The presence of noisy vertical profiles leads to

the development of nearby spurious convection, as well

as altering the depth, size, and magnitude of cold pools,

and other storm attributes including updraft helicity

and precipitation. Although these noisy thermody-

namic profiles are removed in NAMv4 by stabilizing
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FIG. 12. (a),(c) Model run accumulated rainfall, (b),(d) maximum 0–3-km updraft helicity, and

(e),(f) their differences over the course of the 4-hCM1 simulations using theWeisman andKlemp supercell

sounding. Results from (top) the simulation with only explicit horizontal diffusion, (middle) the simulation

with both explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion, and (bottom) differences for the run with explicit

horizontal and vertical diffusion minus the runs with explicit horizontal diffusion.
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superadiabatic layers above the surface layer (Ferrier

et al. 2017), this solution is ad hoc. Insufficient explicit

vertical diffusion may also contribute to model biases

related to other atmospheric phenomena outside the

scope of this paper, possibly including the strength of

temperature inversions aloft and the mixing out of

shallow moist layers near the surface.
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